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Objective

To secure a position with a well-established organization with a stable environment that will lead 
to a lasting relationship in communication services. To obtain a position that will enable the use of 
strong organizational skills, Microsoft expertise, and ability to work well with people.

Skills

Operate heavy machinery, work safely as a team in a dangerous environment, cash handling, 
poker dealing, customer service.

Work Experience

Poker Dealer
ABC Corporation  March 2000 – January 2007 
 Organize various poker games and ensure accuracy in all collection of revenue for house and 

ensure optimal level of services and courtesy for all customers.
 Manage efficient dealing of at least 28 games per hour and maintain regular communication 

with all players and maintain an efficient game for all players.
 Analyze all customer play and transaction in shift and inform Poker Floor manager of any 

discrepancies on same and greet all customers pleasantly.
 Perform all chips buy for all new customers and assist to table all fills and monitor all shuffle 

procedures and maintain accuracy in all discards and deck hands.
 Ensure compliance to all casino systems and controls and maintain predetermine number of 

all cards for all players.
 Maintain control of all card table games and ensure adherence to all rules and inform 

supervisors for all action initiated against customers.
 Manage all rake collection from tables and coordinate with players to ensure efficiency in all 

betting procedures.

Poker Dealer
Majestic Star Casino  1996 – 2000 
 Poker Dealer Motivated, high energy, multi-tasker, with the ability to work in fast paced, noisy 

environment.
 Strong people skills, with take charge professional work ethic.
 Excellent customer relation skills.
 Provides the high level of customer service per industry guidelines Control the action during 

hands.
 This may include prodding players to act, verbally announcing actions of to the table, and 

correcting players who act out of turn Dealers must also manage the pot and verify the 
amount of bets and raises by players, collect folded hands, maintain side pots, and read 
players hands at showdown to identify the winner to winners.

 Keep track of the amount of money in pot, and remove the appropriate cut for the house 
Applied rule variations to card games such as Hold-em, Omaha, and 7 card stud.

 Where players bet the value of their hand.
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Education

High School
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